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Abstract

Recent years have brought significant advances
to Natural Language Processing (NLP), which
enabled fast progress in the field of computa-
tional job market analysis. Core tasks in this
application domain are skill extraction and clas-
sification from job postings. Because of its
quick growth and its interdisciplinary nature,
there is no exhaustive assessment of this emerg-
ing field. This survey aims to fill this gap by
providing a comprehensive overview of deep
learning methodologies, datasets, and termi-
nologies specific to NLP-driven skill extraction
and classification. Our comprehensive cata-
loging of publicly available datasets addresses
the lack of consolidated information on dataset
creation and characteristics. Finally, the focus
on terminology addresses the current lack of
consistent definitions for important concepts,
such as hard and soft skills, and terms relating
to skill extraction and classification.

1 Introduction

Skill extraction and classification has recently been
the subject of an increased amount of interest
(Zhang et al., 2023; Clavié and Soulié, 2023),
which shows in a high number of publications,
driven by the advances in natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) technology. For instance, through
large language models (LLMs) the low resource
tasks of skill extraction can be approached by using
synthetic training data (Clavié and Soulié, 2023;
Decorte et al., 2023). Surveys regarding skill ex-
traction are emerging (Khaouja et al., 2021a; Pa-
poutsoglou et al., 2019), nevertheless, a compre-
hensive overview from an NLP perspective is still
lacking—a gap we aim to fill in this survey. Our
contributions are:

• Firstly, we aim to address the lack of standard-
ized terminology in the field, bringing clarity
to terms like hard and soft skills, as well as

phrases related to skill extraction and classifi-
cation.

• Additionally, this survey is the first to examine
various publicly accessible datasets and sheds
light on their creation methodologies.

• In contrast to prior surveys, we adopt an NLP-
centric focus, with a deep dive into the latest
advancements of neural methods for skill ex-
traction and classification.

While prior surveys exists, they focus typically
on Skill count and Topic modeling methods for ex-
tracting skills. Skill count is performed manually
or by matching n-grams with a skill base. Topic
modeling is an unsupervised method utilizing word
distributions to identify underlying topics in doc-
uments. Due to primary statistical basis and lack
of defined skill spans or labels, topic modeling,
as well as skill count, methods are not covered in
this survey. For further details on skill count, see
Khaouja et al. (2021a) and Ternikov (2022), and
for topic modeling, please refer to Khaouja et al.
(2021a), Ternikov (2022) and Ao et al. (2023).

Research Methodology For our search strategy
we used several academic databases including the
ACL Anthology, Google Scholar, arXiv, IEEE,
ACM, Science Direct, and Springer Link. The
primary search terms were “skill extraction” and
“job”. To refine the search, we added terms like
“deep learning”, “machine learning”, or “natural
language processing” to our query for Google
Scholar and Science Direct databases. This yielded
the inclusion of 26 publications on neural skill ex-
traction from job postings (JPs) that were published
before November 2023.

2 Other Surveys

Previous surveys provide a foundation for our sur-
vey. Notable contributions include works from
the social sciences, in particular, by Napierala and
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Kvetan (2023) in the “Handbook of Computational
Social Science for Policy” (Chapter 13). It focuses
on changing skills in a dynamic world from a so-
cial science perspective. Moreover, Papoutsoglou
et al. (2019) focus on studies regarding the soft-
ware engineering labor market. Besides JPs, they
research other sources like social networks or Q&A
sites. Lastly, the survey by Khaouja et al. (2021a)
on skill identification from JPs is the closest to this
survey. It overviews papers using methodologies
such as skill counts, topic modeling, skill embed-
dings, and other machine learning-based methods.
With this survey, we steer away from manual and
topic modeling approaches to delve deeply into
recent extraction methodologies and deep learning-
based innovations.

3 Skill-related Terminology

The terms skill extraction, identification (Li et al.,
2023), detection (Beauchemin et al., 2022), stan-
dardization (Li et al., 2023) and classification are
used differently, sometimes interchangeably, and
describe the same or different tasks. We provide
the following definition (See an example in Table
3 in the Appendix):

• Skill Extraction (E): as a generic (parent)
category for retrieving skill-related informa-
tion. Skill extraction E : JP → (S), where E
maps a job posting (JP) to a set of skills S.

• Skill Identification/Detection (I): as the
process of extracting skills without any pre-
defined labels. It can be represented as I :
JP → S, where skills, especially skill spans,
are extracted from JPs. It can also be formal-
ized as a classification problem, I : Span →
{0, 1}, to determine whether a given span in
a JP represents a skill (1) or not (0).

• Skill Extraction with Coarse Labels (EC):
as identifying broader categories of skill
spans. It is formalized as EC : JP →
{SC1, SC2, . . . , SCn}, where each SCi rep-
resents a skill span with a coarse label.

• Skill Standardization (Std): as the normal-
ization process of skill terms, formalized as
Std : S → S′, mapping an initial set of skills
S to a standardized set S′.

• Direct Skill Classification (CD): as mapping
skills to a predefined skill base for assigning
fine-grained labels. This process can be for-
malized as CD : S → L, where CD maps

a set of already extracted skills S to a set of
fine-grained labels L.

• Skill Classification with Extraction (CE):
as mapping JPs to a predefined skill base for
assigning fine-grained labels. This process
can be formalized as CE : JP → L, where
CE maps a set of already extracted skills S
entire JP or raw JP snippets to a set of fine-
grained labels L.

Given these definitions, the skill extraction step
can happen at different levels of granularity (of
the input). Some works extract skills per JP (EJP ,
the overall document), per sentence (Esentence) or
per n-gram (En−gram). A skill span (Espan)is a
continuous n-gram sequence that capture a skill.

A skill base (B) is a knowledge base containing
skill entities and terminology. A taxonomy is a hi-
erarchically structured skill base, while ontologies
provide a structure via relationships between con-
cepts (Khaouja et al., 2021a). Several works use
the term “skill dictionary” for a skill base, most of-
ten referring to an unstructured skill base or a list of
skills (Gugnani and Misra, 2020; Yao et al., 2022).
Two popular publicly-available skill bases, created
by domain experts, and are frequently used and
maintained are the European Skills, Competences,
Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO; le Vrang
et al., 2014) taxonomy and the US Occupational In-
formation Network (O*NET; Council et al., 2010).
We refer to Khaouja et al. (2021a) for more exam-
ples of skill bases.

4 What are Skills? On Skill Definitions

Understanding the concept of a skill is pivotal in the
field of skill extraction. In this section, we inves-
tigate several definitions of skills by various pub-
lications and institutions, aiming to identify com-
monalities and distinctions across different sources,
which is crucial for establishing a common ground
in this emerging field.

The concept of skill can be seen as one broad
concept (Green et al., 2022; Wild et al., 2021; Fang
et al., 2023) or split into subclasses, with multi-
ple possibilities for the split. In the latest ver-
sion of the ESCO taxonomy the “skill pillar” is
divided into four categories: “Transversal skills”,
“Skills”,“ Knowledge” and “Language skills and
knowledge”.1 O*NET is structured in six domains

1https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/classification/
skill_main
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(Council et al., 2010), the domain most fitting for
skill extraction from JP is “Worker Requirements”.
This domain entails four subcategories: basic skills,
cross-functional skills, knowledge, and education.2

But publications considered in this survey that de-
fine skills, mainly distinguish between hard and
soft skills (Tamburri et al., 2020; Beauchemin et al.,
2022; Sayfullina et al., 2018), which is therefore
also the separation used in this survey.

Hard Skills Tamburri et al. (2020) delineate hard
skills as professional competencies, activities, or
knowledge pertinent to organizational functions,
processes, and roles, essential for the successful
completion of specific tasks. This definition em-
phasizes the practicality and functionality of hard
skills within a professional setting. Aligning with
this, the study by Beauchemin et al. (2022) views
hard skills as task-oriented technical competencies,
drawing upon Lyu and Liu (2021) to define them
as formal technical abilities for performing certain
tasks. Furthermore, Gugnani and Misra (2020)
expand on this perspective by incorporating tech-
nological terminologies for skill identification and
therefore integrating knowledge as a fundamental
component of hard skills.

By incorporating knowledge as a component of
hard skills, the definitions of hard skills and knowl-
edge categories of O*NET and ESCO can be com-
bined. O*NET’s definition of hard skills states that
they are developed abilities that enable learning or
knowledge acquisition, coupled with their defini-
tion of knowledge as “Organized sets of principles
and facts applying in general domains”.3 This com-
prehensive definition underscores not only tech-
nical proficiency but also the ability to adapt and
apply knowledge. Similarly, ESCO, referencing
the European Qualifications Framework, defines
skills as “the ability to apply knowledge and use
know-how to complete tasks and solve problems”,
while defining knowledge as “the outcome of the
assimilation of information through learning”.4

In conclusion, we define hard skills as a wide
variety of professional abilities, ranging from mea-
surable technical skills to the more general capacity
for learning and effectively applying knowledge.
They are quantifiable and teachable competencies,

2 https://www.onetcenter.org/content.html
3See footnote 2.
4https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/about-esco/

escopedia/escopedia/knowledge and https:
//esco.ec.europa.eu/en/about-esco/escopedia/
escopedia/skill

predominantly technical, yet intrinsically linked
to the ability to adapt and apply them in diverse
professional scenarios.

Soft Skills Sayfullina et al. (2018), referencing
the Collins dictionary (HarperCollins Publishers,
2023), views soft skills as innate, non-technical
qualities highly sought after in employment, di-
verging from reliance on acquired knowledge. In a
more social context, Tamburri et al. (2020) charac-
terizes soft skills as encompassing personal, emo-
tional, social, or intellectual aspects, further known
as behavioral skills or competencies. Echoing this
sentiment, Beauchemin et al. (2022), drawing from
Lyu and Liu (2021), identifies soft skills as a vari-
ety of personal attributes and behaviors crucial for
effective workplace interaction, collaboration, and
adaptability.

Adding to these perspectives, ESCO character-
izes soft skills as transversal skills, highlighting
their wide applicability across various occupations
and sectors and their fundamental role in individ-
ual growth.5 Similarly, O*NET classifies these
skills under Cross-Functional Skills, defining them
as developed capacities that enhance the perfor-
mance of activities common across different jobs,
encompassing areas like Social Skills and Complex
Problem Solving Skills.6 Both sources underscore
the universal relevance of soft skills.

These previous definitions lead to our converged
definition that soft skills cover a vast array of per-
sonal, social, and intellectual competencies, all of
which are indispensable for successful interper-
sonal engagement and personal development in
professional settings.

5 Operationalization of Skill Definitions

In this section, we explore various methodologies
for operationalizing skill definitions in skill extrac-
tion and classification research.

Using a Skill Base By using a given skill base,
a pre-defined definition of the concept of skills is
provided by the authors of the skill base. Numer-
ous studies employ established skill bases such as
the ESCO taxonomy (Zhang et al., 2023, 2022b;
Clavié and Soulié, 2023; Decorte et al., 2023, 2022)
or O*NET (Gugnani and Misra, 2020). However,
it is often ambiguous whether these studies use

5https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/
about-esco/escopedia/escopedia/
transversal-knowledge-skills-and-competences

6See footnote 2.
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all or only specific subcategories (Li et al., 2023;
Decorte et al., 2022; Gugnani and Misra, 2020).
Some papers mention explicitly the use of all sub-
classes (Zhang et al., 2022b,a; Gnehm et al., 2022a)
other times it can be inferred from the number of
skill spans used (Clavié and Soulié, 2023; Decorte
et al., 2023). However, one should note that the
interpretations of ESCO definitions differ based on
the ESCO version and authors’ perspective. Zhang
et al. (2022a,b) used ESCO version 1.0 with a dif-
ferent soft skill category than discussed in Section
4 and implemented two labels: “knowledge” aligns
with ESCO’s “Knowledge” category, and “Skills”
as a fusion of the hard and soft skills. In contrast,
Colombo et al. (2019) using the same ESCO ver-
sion, but treat soft skills separate from hard skills.
Most of the publications used all subcategories as
skills without differentiating (Clavié and Soulié,
2023; Gnehm et al., 2022a; Decorte et al., 2023).

Beyond these, there are other skill bases, such
as the Russian professional standard in Botov et al.
(2019) or the Chinese Occupation Classification
Grand Dictionary used in Cao and Zhang (2021);
Cao et al. (2021). Additionally, non-official skill
bases exist, like the list of 1K soft skills in (Sayful-
lina et al., 2018) or LinkedIn’s in-house taxonomy
for skill extraction (Shi et al., 2020). In general,
for transparency and reproducibility, it is helpful to
state which subset of fine-grained labels L of the
skill base (B) and which skill base version is used.

Leveraging Automated Tools Some studies
leverage automated tools like AutoPhrase (Shang
et al., 2018) or Microsoft Azure Analytics Service
for NER for initial skill term detection, followed
by manual verification and refinement (Yao et al.,
2022; Kortum et al., 2022). Also Vermeer et al.
(2022) extract parts of their training data using an
automated tool, while others are taken from a skill
base.7 Lastly, Gugnani and Misra (2020) employ
an IBM tool for skill identification, which forms
a part of a larger skill identification framework.8

While some previous work did not apply manual
verification (Gugnani and Misra, 2020; Vermeer
et al., 2022), we recommend it to reduce automa-
tion bias from the tool impacting the data.

Definition through Labeling Domain experts
play a crucial role for labeling data and therefore
impact how the definition of skills is put into work

7https://www.textkernel.com/de/
8https://www.ibm.com/products/

natural-language-understanding

(Shi et al., 2020; Tamburri et al., 2020; Beauchemin
et al., 2022). Tamburri et al. (2020) additionally
provide a codebook with skill definitions to address
ambiguities. Shi et al. (2020) used next skills iden-
tified by hiring experts and skills common among
successful applicants as training data. The study
by Bhola et al. (2020) treat the companies filing
the JPs as domain experts by using their labels (see
also Section 6). Besides domain experts, crowd
workers and the people writing the guidelines for
the workers oftentimes determine which terms are
skills. Some studies do not mention who labels
the data (Wild et al., 2021; Cao and Zhang, 2021;
Botov et al., 2019). We suggest being clear about
the labeling process and guidelines, making them
public for transparency and re-use/standardization,
and using domain experts if possible for accurate
labeling.

6 Data

In this section, we provide a comprehensive de-
scription of publicly available datasets, with an
overview in Table 1.

SAYFULLINA by Sayfullina et al. (2018) is a
dataset derived from a publicly available Kaggle
dataset, containing JPs from within the UK and
representing a variety of sectors.9 The authors re-
trieved soft skill spans by exact matching with a
list of 1,072 soft skills. Each identified span is ac-
companied by up to 10 surrounding words. Crowd-
sourcing was used to determine whether the high-
lighted skill belongs to a job applicant. To ensure
reliability, the workers were tested on a small set
of JPs and each snippet was evaluated by at least
three workers. This process led to a dataset with
high class imbalance due to more positive exam-
ples. To counter this, additional skill spans were
added, including those usually not describing can-
didates (marked as negative) and those consistently
labeled positive.

GREEN by Green et al. (2022) uses the same
Kaggle dataset as SAYFULLINA. The labeling
was done via crowdsourcing, they did not use ex-
perts but only workers who passed a test were in-
cluded, and encouraged to follow the guidelines.
Apart from the “Skill” label capturing hard and soft
skills, the labels “Occupation”, “Domain”, “Expe-
rience”, “Qualification”, and “None” are used in a

9https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/airiddha/
trainrev1/?select=Train_rev1.csv
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Publication Approach Granularity Skill type Use case Size �

(Sayfullina et al., 2018) Crowdsourced span-level soft I 7411 spans é
(Green et al., 2022) Crowdsourced span-level hard + soft EC 10,606 spans Ë
(Beauchemin et al., 2022) Expert span-level soft EC 47 JPs - 932 spans é
(Zhang et al., 2022a) Expert span-level hard + soft EC 265 JP - 9,633 spans Ë
(Zhang et al., 2022b) Expert span-level hard + soft EC+CD 60 JP - 920 spans Ë
(Decorte et al., 2022) Manual span-level hard + soft I+CD 1,618 spans Ë
(Gnehm et al., 2022b) Expert span-level hard + soft EC+CD 10,995 spans é
(Bhola et al., 2020) Skill Inventory document-level unknown CE 20,298 JP é

Table 1: Overview of publicly-available labeled datasets. � indicates if the authors used guidelines (not necessarily
publicly available).

BIO scheme. The authors reduced errors by label
aggregation with a preference towards labels from
higher-performing workers. Additionally, they re-
classified specific “Experience” spans, as “Skill”
spans, and manually split multi-term spans into
separate spans.

FIJO by Beauchemin et al. (2022) was created
in partnership with Canadian insurance companies,
and consists of cleaned and de-identified French
JPs published between 2009 and 2020. The dataset
focus on soft skills and includes 867 JPs with 47 an-
notated JPs, selected and annotated by a domain ex-
pert. The annotated spans are unevenly distributed
across four classes: “Thoughts”, “Results”, “Rela-
tional”, and “Personal”.

SKILLSPAN by Zhang et al. (2022a) consists of
the anonymized raw data and annotations of skill
and knowledge spans from three JP datasets, one
of which cannot be made publicly available due to
its license. The available datasets are:

• HOUSE: A static in-house dataset with differ-
ent types of JPs from 2012-2020 and

• TECH: The StackOverflow JP platform, con-
sisting mostly of technical jobs collected be-
tween June 2020 and September 2021.

The development of the publicly available annota-
tion guidelines involved an iterative process, start-
ing with a few JPs and progressing through several
rounds of annotation and refinement by three do-
main experts.

KOMPETENCER by Zhang et al. (2022b) con-
sists of Danish JPs with annotated skill and knowl-
edge spans, see Table 4 in the Appendix. The
same skill definitions, guidelines, and metrics as in
SKILLSPAN are used for annotation. This dataset
can be used for skill extraction with coarse labels,
but the authors have also added fine-grained anno-
tations to evaluate a classification with the ESCO

taxonomy. For fine-grained annotations, they query
the ESCO API with the annotated spans and use
Levenshtein distance to determine the relevance
of each obtained label. Then, the quality of these
distantly supervised labels is assessed through hu-
man evaluation. They also repeated this process for
the English SKILLSPAN dataset but only manually
checked a sample for calculating statistics.

DECORTE by Decorte et al. (2022) is a variant
of the SKILLSPAN dataset with annotated ESCO
labels. They used the identified skill without the
skill and knowledge labels, but they can be recre-
ated by matching the dataset with SKILLSPAN,
see Table 4 in the Appendix. Unlike in KOMPE-
TENCER they manually matched the skills with
fitting ESCO labels (if they exist) to create a gold
standard.

GNEHM-ICT by Gnehm et al. (2022b) is a
Swiss-German dataset where they annotated for In-
formation and Communications Technology (ICT)-
related entity recognition. These could be ICT
tasks, technology stack, responsibilities, and so
forth. The used dataset is a combination of two
other Swiss datasets namely the Swiss Job Market
Monitor and an online job ad dataset (Gnehm and
Clematide, 2020; Buchmann et al., 2022). There
are around 25,000 sentences in the dataset.

BHOLA by Bhola et al. (2020) was obtained
from a government website10 in Singapore. The
preprocessing steps for this English language
dataset include converting text to lowercase and
removing stop words and rarely used words. The
companies filing the JPs added skill labels, which
are mapped to the whole JP document. This makes
the dataset suitable for performing multi-label clas-
sification by predicting a set of required skills for a
given JP.

10https://www.mycareersfuture.gov.sg/.
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7 Methods

In this section, we survey methods for skill extrac-
tion and classification. As in Section 3 the goal of
the extraction is to identify skill spans with (EC)
or without coarse labels (I). The classification sec-
tion covers direct classification methods (CD) and
classification methods with extraction (CE), both
aim to retrieve fine-grained skill labels.

7.1 Skill Extraction

This chapter delineates the evolution of skill extrac-
tion methodologies, grouped into three categories:
skill identification as span labeling, skill identifi-
cation through binary classification, and skill ex-
traction with coarse span labels. Starting with
LSTM neural networks in 2018 the methods in
all three sub-chapters used after the introduction of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) in 2019 heavily BERT
and BERT-based models. Recent advancements
continue to diversify the landscape, integrating a
broader array of language models (LMs).

7.1.1 Skill Identification as Span Labeling
In this category approach skill identification as a
span labeling task. The primary objective is to ac-
curately identify skill spans, encompassing both
the identification of the relevant skill phrases and
their precise boundaries. Jia et al. (2018) are the
first to use sequence tagging for identifying skills
from JPs in 2018. The authors use a pre-trained
LSTM neural network (Lample et al., 2016) for
identifying skill terms on the word-level. Tam-
burri et al. (2020) also employed binary classifi-
cation, but at the sentence-level, using a Dutch JP
dataset. Their best-performing model, BERT Multi-
lingual Cased, was fine-tuned on expert-annotated
JP sentences, suggesting potential improvement
with more data and optimization. Further publi-
cations retrieve embeddings using a pre-trained
BERT model (Wild et al., 2021; Cao and Zhang,
2021; Cao et al., 2021). Notably, Cao et al. (2021)
and Cao and Zhang (2021) combine BERT’s pre-
trained vectors with a Bi-LSTM and a CRF layer
for finer entity classification. This approach aligns
with previous research demonstrating the efficacy
of a CRF layer in NER tasks (Souza et al., 2020).
In Zhang et al. (2023), they further built upon the
domain-adaptive pre-training paradigm (Gururan-
gan et al., 2020). They make use of the ESCO tax-
onomy (le Vrang et al., 2014) and integrate this in a
multilingual XLM-R model (Conneau et al., 2020),

using this taxonomy-driven pre-training method,
they introduce a new state-of-the-art for all skill
identification benchmarks. For analysis, they show
that performance increases especially for skills that
are shorter in length, due to ESCO skills also being
shorter.

In contrast to these single-model approaches,
Gugnani and Misra (2020) adopted a multi-faceted
methodology to predict the relevance of identi-
fied skill spans. Their methodology encompassed
four modules: using part-of-speech (PoS) tag-
ging, parsing sentences with skill bases (O*NET,
Hope, and Wikipedia), leveraging a ready-made
sequence tagging solution, and employing a pre-
trained word2vec model for final score determina-
tion through cosine similarity.11

7.1.2 Skill Identification as binary
Classification Task

In this category, skill identification is framed as a
binary classification task. The focus is on determin-
ing whether a given sequence either constitutes or
contains a (specific) skill. The task in Sayfullina
et al. (2018) differs from the other publications.
They extract skill spans by exact match and aim
to decide whether skill spans refer to a candidate
or something else, like a company. They experi-
ment with various classifiers and input represen-
tations, such as Soft Skill Masking, Embedding,
and Tagging, finding the LSTM classifier with skill
tagging most effective on their dataset. Tamburri
et al. (2020) employed binary classification at the
sentence-level to determine if it contains a skill.
Their best-performing model, BERT Multilingual
Cased, was fine-tuned on expert-annotated JP sen-
tences using a Dutch JP dataset. Yao et al. (2022)
classify individual words as skill-related or not.
They split JPs into individual words, analyzing
each through character-level and word-level en-
coders, integrating linguistic features like POS tags
and capitalization. Their initial training employs
AutoPhrase (Shang et al., 2018) for automatic skill
term identification, followed by manual verification
and expert-labeled samples. The model is further
refined using Positive-Unlabeled learning, where
the classifier’s predictions on unlabeled data help
expand the skill base for continuous adaptation.

11https://www.ibm.com/products/
natural-language-understanding.
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Paper Model Skill Type Granularity Use Case

(Fang et al., 2023) Custom pre-trained LM soft + hard word-level EC

(Goyal et al., 2023) FastText skip-gram, GNN unknown word-level CE

(Clavié and Soulié, 2023) GPT-4 soft + hard span-level CE

(Li et al., 2023) XMLC - LLM soft + hard document-level CE

(Decorte et al., 2023) GPT-3.5 soft + hard sentence-level CE

(Zhang et al., 2023) Multilingual XLM-R soft + hard span-level EC

(Decorte et al., 2022) RoBERTa soft + hard sentence-level CE

(Zhang et al., 2022c) RoBERTa, JobBERT soft + hard span-level CD

(Gnehm et al., 2022a) JobBERT-de, SBERT soft + hard span-level EC + CD

(Zhang et al., 2022b) BERTbase , DaBERT soft + hard span-level CE

(Beauchemin et al., 2022) Bi-LSTM, CamemBERT soft span-level EC

(Yao et al., 2022) BERT, word2vec unknown word-level I
(Anand et al., 2022) LaBSE model soft + hard title CE

(Vermeer et al., 2022) RobBERT soft + hard document-level CE

(Wild et al., 2021) BERT, spaCy soft + hard span-level I
(Khaouja et al., 2021b) Sent2vec, SBERT soft + hard sentence-level CE

(Cao et al., 2021) BERT-BiLSTM-CRF soft + hard span-level I
(Cao and Zhang, 2021) BERT-BiLSTM-CRF soft + hard span-level I
(Li et al., 2020) Deep Averaging Network, FastText unknown span-level CE

(Tamburri et al., 2020) BERT Multilingual Cased soft + hard sentence-level I
(Bhola et al., 2020) BERTbase unknown document-level CE

(Gugnani and Misra, 2020) Word2vec soft + hard span-level I
(Botov et al., 2019) Word2vec unknown span-level CE

(Jia et al., 2018) LSTM unknown word-level I
(Sayfullina et al., 2018) CNN, LSTM, HAN soft span-level I
(Javed et al., 2017) Word2vec soft + hard span-level CE

Table 2: Publications regarding neural skill extraction and classification. The skill type was not always explicitly
mentioned in some cases it’s derived from examples given in the paper.

7.1.3 Skill Extraction with Coarse Labels

This section explores advancements in skill extrac-
tion with coarse labels, where each publication
extract spans from two to four different categories.
The studies of Gnehm et al. (2022a) and Zhang
et al. (2022a) both utilize sequence tagging-based
models. Gnehm et al. (2022a) focusing on iterative
training and annotation with jobBERT-de, a Ger-
man LM tailored for JPs. Zhang et al. (2022a)
compare BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) and
SpanBERT-based (Joshi et al., 2020) models, high-
lighting the importance of domain adaptation. On
the other hand, Beauchemin et al. (2022) and Fang
et al. (2023) delve into the intricacies of training
and optimizing LMs for skill extraction. Beau-
chemin et al. (2022) examine the sensitivity of
Bi-LSTM and CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020)
models to training data volume, with CamemBERT
unfrozen yielding the highest mean token-wise ac-
curacy. Fang et al. (2023) introduce RecruitPro,
a specialized model for skill extraction from re-
cruitment texts, employing innovative techniques
for dealing with data noise and label imbalances.
Collectively, these papers emphasize the need for
tailored approaches and continuous innovation in
model development.

7.2 Skill Classification

While skill standardization can be achieved through
classification, other methods such as clustering
(Bernabé-Moreno et al., 2019; Lukauskas et al.,
2023), matching n-grams based on string similar-
ity (Boselli et al., 2018), or identifying semanti-
cally similar skills (Bernabé-Moreno et al., 2019;
Colombo et al., 2019; Grüger and Schneider, 2019)
also lead to standardized skill spans. These meth-
ods simplify the variety and quantity of skill spans
without assigning standardized labels. Transition-
ing from these methods, we now focus on skill
classification, a crucial step for assigning standard-
ized labels to effectively organize and understand
skills. Most publications skip a traditional extrac-
tion and match the JPs directly to the skill base
(CE), which can be seen as skill extraction against
a skill base. Exceptions are Gnehm et al. (2022a),
which perform extraction of skill spans with coarse
labels before the fine-grained classification step,
and Zhang et al. (2022b) who rely on prior work for
extraction and focus solely on the matching of skill
spans to ESCO (CD). We divide the publications
by methodology into those that match based on
semantic similarity and those using extreme multi-
label classification to solve the matching task.
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7.2.1 Similarity-based Approaches
The publications with similarity-based approaches
split the JPs into sentences or n-grams before
matching them. All of the following publications
use skill embedding methods, which can be seen
as an advancement of the skill count methods (Sec-
tion 1). The advances in text embeddings over time
are reflected in the scope of the approaches. While
Javed et al. (2017) and Botov et al. (2019) improve
the matching using word2vec embeddings(Mikolov
et al., 2013), later Li et al. (2020) use FastText
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) leveraging sub-word in-
formation to handle out-of-vocabulary words and
capture more detailed semantic and syntactic in-
formation. Khaouja et al. (2021b) compare us-
ing sent2vec trained on Wikipedia sentences, and
SBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) trained
on millions of paraphrase sentences for embed-
dings. Moreover, Zhang et al. (2022c) uses LMs
like RoBERTa and JobBERT to match n-grams
from JP sentences with the ESCO taxonomy. They
also experiment with context and frequency-aware
embeddings. Gnehm et al. (2022a) performed di-
rect skill extraction using context-aware embed-
dings and the SBERT model similar to Zhang et al.
(2022c), additionally they contextualize skill ar-
eas within spans and ontology terms using their
hierarchical structure. The study explores tech-
niques to enhance BERT model similarity, includ-
ing in-domain pretraining, transformer-based se-
quential denoising auto-encoder (TSDAE; Wang
et al., 2021) for domain-specific terminology, and
Siamese BERT Networks for training sentence em-
beddings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). They
further leverage MNR loss in Siamese networks
(Henderson et al., 2017), using ontology data to
create positive text pairings for better label match-
ing. SkillGPT (Li et al., 2023) is the first tool to
use an LLM for the matching task, they convert
ESCO entries into structured documents, which are
vectorized by the LM. Then, they summarize the
input text, and use an embedding of the summary
to retrieve the closest ESCO entries.

7.2.2 Extreme Multi-label Classification
Approaches

Bhola et al. (2020) were the first to formulate skill
extraction against a skill base as an extreme multi-
label classification (XMLC). They classify multi-
ple skill labels per document using the labels of the
BHOLA dataset (around 2500 labels) as a skill base.
Their BERT–XMLC framework, involves a Text

Encoder that uses the pre-trained BERTbase model
to convert JP texts into dense vector representations,
a Bottleneck Layer that reduces overfitting by com-
pressing these representations (Liu et al., 2017)
and subsequently a fully connected layer for multi-
label classification of the skills. Enhancements
include focusing on semantic skill label representa-
tion and skill co-occurrence, using bootstrapping
to augment training data, and improve skill corre-
lation capture. Their model outperformed XMLC
baselines. Vermeer et al. (2022) adapted this ap-
proach for using RobBERT and additional linear
layers, validating on BHOLA and a non-public
Dutch dataset. Similarly, Anand et al. (2022) ex-
tended the model to predict skill importance using
LaBSE-encoded (Feng et al., 2022) job titles, rank-
ing skills from an in-house database based on a 0-1
scale of importance.

Subsequent publications have concentrated on
XMLC for skill extraction and classification us-
ing the ESCO taxonomy with around 13000 la-
bels. For a pure skill classification for already
identified skill spans Zhang et al. (2022b) use dis-
tant supervision by querying the ESCO API for
the fine-grained skill labels. For model training,
they employ zero-shot cross-lingual transfer learn-
ing techniques using various BERT models and
fine-tune them on Danish JPs. The effectiveness
of the models is tested on an adapted version of
SKILLSPAN and KOMPETENCER. The same
year Decorte et al. (2022) addressed the XMLC
task on the sentence-level, again using distant su-
pervision with the ESCO taxonomy. They enhance
binary skill classifier training with three negative
sampling strategies, involving siblings in ESCO
hierarchy, Levenshtein distance, and cosine similar-
ity of RoBERTa-encoded skill names. Their model
employs a frozen pre-trained RoBERTa with mean
pooling for sentence representation, followed by
separate binary classifiers for each skill, evaluated
on DECORTE.

As for the similarity-based approaches, LLMs
are prominent in recent XMLC approaches. Un-
like Li et al. (2023), Decorte et al. (2023) use the
LLM solely during training to reduce latency and
enhance reproducibility. They create a synthetic
training dataset using the LLM, then optimize a
bi-encoder through contrastive training, to effec-
tively represent both skill names and corresponding
sentences in close proximity within the same space.
This method outperforms the distance supervision
baseline by Decorte et al. (2022) (see Table 5). Sim-
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ilarly, Clavié and Soulié (2023) treat the skill ex-
traction and classification task as individual binary
classification problems, using GPT-3.5 like Decorte
et al. (2023) but generating more spans per skill
for synthetic training. They propose two extraction
methods: one using linear classifiers for each skill,
employing hard negative sampling (Robinson et al.,
2021) for improved skill differentiation, and an-
other based on similarity, utilizing E5-LARGE-V2
embeddings (Wang et al., 2022) for cosine simi-
larity calculations between JP extracts and ESCO
labels or synthetic sentences. Potential skills are
then reranked using an LLM. In evaluations us-
ing the DECORTE dataset, their methods achieved
high performance with GPT-4, though results with
GPT-3.5 were lower than Decorte et al. (2023), see
Table 5 in the Appendix.

Goyal et al. (2023) present JobXMLC, a unique
framework for the XMLC task, distinct from the
prevailing methods. JobXMLC integrates a job-
skill graph to represent job-skill interconnections,
utilizes a GNN for multi-hop embeddings from
the graph’s structure, and incorporates an extreme
classification system with skill attention based on
skill frequency in the dataset. The framework’s
effectiveness is validated on the BHOLA and a
proprietary StackOverflow dataset, see Table 5 in
the Appendix.

8 Conclusions and Future Directions

Recent publications indicate two emerging trends
in skill extraction. Firstly, extracting skills against
skill bases like ESCO is gaining popularity, facil-
itating cross-industry and regional comparisons.
Secondly, LLMs are increasingly applied in skill
extraction and classification, proving particularly
advantageous due to the scarcity of training data in
this domain.

Future research in skill extraction and classifica-
tion could focus on emerging skills and the extrac-
tion of implicit skills. Methods like those by Javed
et al. (2017) and Khaouja et al. (2021b) update skill
bases with emerging technologies and frequently
used keywords, but evaluating these remains diffi-
cult without a standard benchmark. The challenge
of extracting implicit skills, not directly stated in
job postings, is also gaining attention. Techniques
include prompting LLMs to generate training data
with implied skills (Clavié and Soulié, 2023) and
using complete sentences to encompass both ex-
plicit and implicit skills (Decorte et al., 2022, 2023).

However, these methods need thorough evaluation,
presenting an open field for future exploration.

Limitations

A limitation that should be considered is that only
publications in the English language (although data
was from multiple languages) were surveyed in this
paper. Second, to allow for a deeper focus publica-
tions regarding topic modeling were excluded even
if they used deep-learning-based methods.
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A Appendix

A.1 Terminology Example
In Table 3, we present an example sentence for
better terminology understanding.

Familiar with building tests in python

I: O O B I O B
EC : O O Bskill Iskill O Bknowl.

CD/CE : “Python (computer programming)”, “ plan ”
“software testing”

Table 3: An example with annotations for the different
tasks described in Section 3. For skill classification (C),
we used the ESCO taxonomy in this example, and for
skill extraction with coarse labels (EC) we follow the
guidelines of SkillSpan (Zhang et al., 2022a)

A.2 Number of Skill and Knowledge Spans
In Table 4, we show the number of labeled spans for
skills and knowledge in the SKILLSPAN (Zhang
et al., 2022a), DECORTE (Decorte et al., 2022),
and KOMPETENCER (Zhang et al., 2022b)
dataset.

A.3 Scores of Selected Models
In Table 5, we display the scores of recent LMM-
based approaches on the DECORTE (Decorte
et al., 2022) dataset for comparison. Further-
more, we show results of Zhang et al. (2023);
Goyal et al. (2023) and (Bhola et al., 2020) on
the BHOLA (Bhola et al., 2020) dataset.
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Source # Skill Spans # Knowledge Spans
SKILLSPAN - HOUSE 2,146 1,418
DECORTE - HOUSE 509* 210*
SKILLSPAN - TECH 2,241 3,828
DECORTE - TECH 419 480*
KOMPETENCER 665 255

Table 4: Number of labeled spans. The star * indicates, that two values found in the Decorte HOUSE test dataset
(tagged as knowledge) were actually from the Skillspan TECH dataset; eight values found in the Decorte TECH test
dataset (four skill spans, four knowledge spans) were actually from the Skillspan HOUSE dataset.

Model Source HOUSE* TECH* BHOLA
MRR RP@5 RP@10 MRR RP@5 RP@10 MRR R@5 R@10

Classifierneg (Decorte et al., 2022) 0.299 30.82 38.69 0.326 31.71 39.09 N/A N/A N/A
GPTsentencesaug (Decorte et al., 2023) 0.428 45.74 N/A 0.529 54.62 N/A N/A N/A N/A
GPT3.5Re− ranking (Clavié and Soulié, 2023) 0.427 43.57 51.44 0.488 52.50 59.75 N/A N/A N/A
GPT4Re− ranking (Clavié and Soulié, 2023) 0.495 53.34 61.02 0.537 61.50 68.94 N/A N/A N/A
BERT˘XMLC + CAB (Bhola et al., 2020) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.9049 21.67 40.49
JobXMLC (Goyal et al., 2023) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.90 18.29 32.33
ESCOXML−R (Zhang et al., 2023) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.907 N/A N/A

Table 5: Scores of selected models on the benchmarking datasets DECORTE and BHOLA.
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